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How do Beliefs about Skill Affect Risky Decisions?

Abstract

Beliefs about skill matter for risky decisions such as career choices, market entry,

and financial investments. Yet in most laboratory experiments risk is exogenously

given and beliefs about skill play no role. We use a laboratory experiment free

of strategy confounds to isolate the impact of beliefs about skill on risky choices.

We find that low (high) skill individuals are more (less) willing to take risks on

gambles where the probabilities depend on skill than on gambles with exogenously

given probabilities. Additionally, the correlation between stated and revealed beliefs

(beliefs estimated from choices) is only moderate, suggesting that relying only on

stated beliefs may be misleading.

1 Introduction

In most laboratory experiments risk is exogenously given and individuals’

beliefs about skill play no role in their decisions. In the real world beliefs

about skill matter for many decisions. For example, the decision to follow a

career path where performance does not depend much on skill (e.g., taking a

public sector job) versus choosing a career path where performance is highly

dependent on skill (e.g., being a lawyer, a musician). The decision to enter a

market where post-entry payoffs depend on skill (e.g., opening a restaurant)

versus staying out and earning a certain amount (e.g., working as a waiter).

The decision to manage your own financial portfolio versus delegating this

to an asset manager depends on one’s perception of skill at picking financial

assets.

This paper uses a laboratory experiment to investigate what drives indi-

viduals’ behavior towards skill gambles, i.e., risky gambles where the prob-

ability of winning depends on skill. We ask participants to make a series

of binary choices between a certain outside option and a risky option. The
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risky option is a binary gamble with a certain probability to win the higher

out of two prizes. We focus on two types of risky choices: those where the

winning probability is determined exogenously and those where the winning

probability depends on skill measured by a cognitive ability test. The cer-

tainty equivalent of each luck- and skill gamble is elicited using a multiple

price list.

We also elicit subjects’ beliefs about their own performance relative to

others by asking them to provide a full probability distribution across the

possible skill ranks. We apply a quadratic scoring rule to incentivize truthful

revelation of beliefs. Subjects’ stated beliefs about their own performance

relative to others display four main patterns. First, we don’t find an overall

tendency to overestimate relative skill which goes against the widespread

view that people generally overestimate their relative skill (DeBondt and

Thaler (1995), Van den Steen (2004), Santos-Pinto and Sobel (2005), Burks

et al. (2013)). Second, the majority of subjects has mistaken beliefs about

their relative skill. Third, low skill subjects overestimate their relative skill,

intermediate skill subjects hold on average accurate perceptions of their rel-

ative skill, and high skill subjects underestimate their relative skill. Fourth,

subjects display overly precise beliefs about their relative skill, i.e., the stated

belief distributions are too narrow.1

How do these mistaken but overly precise beliefs about relative skill affect

risky decisions? To answer this question we compare individuals’ behavior

in luck and skill gambles. Behavior on the luck gambles only depends on

preferences towards risk whereas behavior on the skill gambles depends on

preferences towards risk as well as beliefs about skill. We use the comparison

between luck and skill gambles to isolate the impact of beliefs on individuals’

choices.

1Moore and Healy (2008) summarize the following three types of overconfidence about

skill: (1) overestimation of one’s actual performance, (2) overplacement of one’s perfor-

mance relative to others, and (3) excessive precision in one’s beliefs.
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We use two methods to compare behavior in the luck and skill gam-

bles: a model free approach and a structural model approach. The model

free approach compares the certainty equivalents of luck and skill gambles

that offer the same prizes and winning probabilities. The advantage of this

approach is that it does not rely on a particular model and functional forms.

The structural model approach uses subjects’ certainty equivalents of

luck and skill gambles to estimate a Cumulative Prospect Theory decision

model (Kahneman and Tversky (1979), Tversky and Kahneman (1992)).

The advantage of this approach is that it allows us to identify revealed

beliefs based on subjects’ choices. Our main identifying assumption is that

individuals have the same utility and probability weighting functions for

evaluating the luck and skill gambles. This assumption is plausible in our

setting since subjects’ over precision in their beliefs about skill indicates that

they perceive the skill gambles to have little ambiguity.

The model free analysis shows that low (high) skill individuals have

higher (lower) certainty equivalents of skill gambles than of luck gambles

that offer the same prizes and winning probabilities. This indicates that

low (high) skill individuals are more (less) willing to take risks on gambles

where performance is determined by skill. In contrast, we find that moderate

skill individuals have similar certainty equivalents of skill gambles and luck

gambles that offer the same prizes and winning probabilities. Since low skill

subjects overestimate their skill, intermediate skill subjects have accurate

beliefs about their skill, and high skill subjects underestimate their skill, the

model free analysis suggests that stated beliefs about skill drive differences

in behavior in the skill and luck gambles.

The structural model provides us with estimates for revealed beliefs

about skill and for risk preference parameters–utility curvature, optimism-

pessimism, and likelihood sensitivity. To model the utility function we

use power utility (constant relative risk aversion) and to model probabil-
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ity weighing we use the two-parameter probability weighting function in

Goldstein and Einhorn (1987). The estimated parameters tell us that sub-

jects display moderate degrees of risk aversion, pessimism, and likelihood

insensitivity. These preferences are plausible given the existing laboratory

evidence (see Wakker (2010)). The revealed beliefs confirm the patterns

obtained with the stated beliefs: there is no overall tendency to overesti-

mate skill, the majority of subjects has mistaken beliefs about skill, low

skill subjects overestimate their skill, intermediate skill subjects hold on

average accurate perceptions of skill, and high skill subjects underestimate

their skill. However, the correlation between revealed and stated beliefs is

at a moderate 45%.

The biases in stated beliefs and the biases in revealed beliefs can be

compared to the difference between the certainty equivalent of skill gambles

relative to corresponding luck gambles. We find the biases in revealed beliefs

are a better predictor of the difference between the certainty equivalents of

skill and corresponding luck gambles than the biases in stated beliefs. This

and the moderate correlation between revealed and stated beliefs indicates

that relying only on the latter may be misleading.

Our paper contributes to the understanding of occupational choices

in competitive labor markets (Lucas Jr (1978), Jovanovic (2004)), the

low returns from self-employment and entrepreneurship (Hamilton (2000),

Moskowitz and Vissing-Jorgensen (2002)), and phenomena such as percep-

tion of skill at selecting financial assets and excess trading (Odean (1998),

Glaser and Weber (2007)), and over-entry into markets (Dunne et al. (1988),

Mata and Portugal (1994)). More narrowly, our paper contributes to the

experimental literature on perceptions of skill and decision making. Many

field and laboratory experiments study the role that beliefs about skill play

in individuals’ decisions (e.g., Camerer and Lovallo (1999), Moore and Kim

(2003), Hoelzl and Rustichini (2005), Moore and Cain (2007), Clark and
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Friesen (2009), Bolger et al. (2008), Park and Santos-Pinto (2010), Eil and

Rao (2011), Burks et al. (2013), Mobius et al. (2011), Charness et al. (2013),

Cain et al. (2015). However, some of these studies involve strategic situa-

tions where individuals must make inferences about the rivals’ strategies

and beliefs (e.g., Camerer and Lovallo (1999), Charness et al. (2013)). This

introduces strategic confounds that make it hard to identify the role that

beliefs about skill play in explaining behavior. Since we only consider indi-

vidual decisions our experiment rules out strategic confounds.

Another difference between our paper and the literature is that our two

approaches, model free and structural model, are based on revealed prefer-

ence. We also elicit subjects’ beliefs but these are only used to justify our

interpretation of the results and our identification strategy, not for obtain-

ing the results. Many studies in this literature rely exclusively on subjects’

stated beliefs (e.g., Clark and Friesen (2009), Park and Santos-Pinto (2010),

Eil and Rao (2011), Burks et al. (2013), Mobius et al. (2011)). This can

have potentially serious drawbacks (see Costa-Gomes and Weizsäcker (2008)

and Rutström and Wilcox (2009)). First, the belief elicitation process itself

might alter subsequent behavior. Second, different belief elicitation proce-

dures might lead to different stated beliefs. Third, our results indicate a

moderate correlation between revealed and stated beliefs suggesting that

relying only on the latter could be problematic.

Our findings imply that low skill individuals are willing to take more

risk in situations where performance depends on skill than in situations

where skill does not play a role and that the reverse happens for high skill

individuals. This matters for career choices, market entry decisions, and

financial choices. Mistaken skill perceptions can lead to misallocations of

talent: the wrong people might enter professions where performance depends

on skill whereas the right people might be crowded out.
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2 Experimental Design

The experimental design consisted of three stages which are explained in

detail below. In the first stage, each subject completes a cognitive ability

test and is assigned to a skill type according to the relative performance in

the test. In the second stage we elicit certain equivalents of 30 luck gambles

and of 9 skill gambles. Finally, in the last stage we elicit subjects’ beliefs of

relative performance in the cognitive ability test.

2.1 Cognitive Ability Test and Assignment of Subjects to

Types

Subjects perform a Raven’s Progressive Matrices test with 20 questions.

In each question subjects were asked to identify the missing element that

completes a pattern out of six possible choices. The difficulty of the questions

varied in order to create heterogeneity in the test score results. They had

20 minutes to finish the test. To incentivize subjects to do their best at

the cognitive ability test, we (1) let them know beforehand that a good test

result will help them later on during the experiment and (2) we pay them

CHF 0.50 per correct answer.

A subject’s rank in the cognitive ability test determined the relative skill

among the 20 participants. The relative skill of each participant is assigned

to a probability θ from the set {0.05, 0.15, . . . , 0.85, 0.95} as follows: the

two best subjects in the room are allocated to the 0.95 skill level, the two

next best subjects in the room to the 0.85 skill level, etc., and the two

worst subjects in the room to the 0.05 skill level. Thus, the best 10% in the

cognitive ability test (the first decile) have 0.95 probability of of winning the

high prize and 5% probability of winning the low prize in any skill gamble.

Participants who scored in the second best decile have 0.85 probability of of

winning the high prize and 0.15 probability of winning the low prize in any
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skill gamble, etc.

{θ1, θ2, ...., θ10} = {0.05, 0.15, ..., 0.95}. (1)

To ease the exposition of the paper we later aggregate the decile bins into

quintile bins. The mapping of ranks into individual probabilities was ex-

plained in detail. After reading the instructions subjects answered some

comprehension questions. They could only go on after answering correctly

to those questions. While they were making their decisions subjects could

always click on a button to see the list showing which probability was implied

by which rank (see screen shot in Experimental Instructions).

To determine the ranking in case of a tie (two or more subjects with the

same number of correct answers) we ask them an estimation question at the

end. We give them a matrix with nine numbers. Within ten seconds they

have to give an estimation for the sum of these nine numbers. Since it was

virtually impossible to actually compute the sum in this little time, subjects

had to resort to estimation. If for instance there was a tie between the

subjects ranked 5th and 6th out of the 20 participants, the subject whose

estimate is closer to the true sum of the 9 numbers was ranked 5th and the

other subject was ranked 6th. If there were still ties remaining after the

estimation question, we broke the ties randomly. Note that since there were

two subjects in each skill bin, the tiebreaker was not relevant in every case.

The performance in the estimation questions that breaks the tie between

the 3rd and the 4th is inconsequential since rank 3 and rank 4 give rise to

the same winning probability.

2.2 Risky Decisions

Since the main focus of the experiment is on risky choices we always elicit

risky decisions before beliefs. As we use a within-subject design and our

main measure of interest is the difference between the certainty equivalents
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of luck and skill gambles, we control for order effects in these two tasks (see

Charness et al. (2012)). To do that we have one half of the subjects making

decisions on the luck gambles before the skill gambles and the other half

making decisions on the skill gambles before the luck gambles.

A luck gamble pays CHF xLh with probability p and CHF xLl with prob-

ability 1− p, where p ∈ (0, 1). We vary the winning probability p from 5%

to 95% in 10% increments, i.e.,

p = .05, .15, .25, .35, .45, .55, .65, .75, .85, .95.

across three prize combinations (xLh , x
L
l ):

(140, 0) (120, 20) (100, 40) (2)

The 10 winning probabilities and the three prize combinations give us a

total 30 luck gambles.

To elicit the certainty equivalent (CE) of a luck gamble we use the mul-

tiple price list method (see Andersen et al. (2006) for a discussion).

We have subjects choosing between each luck gamble and a series of

certain payoffs. We vary the certain payoff xLo ∈ (xLl , x
L
h ) so that subjects

typically start by preferring it to the luck gamble and then switch to the

luck gamble. The arithmetic mean of the last certain payoff preferred to

a luck gamble and the first certain payoff not preferred to a luck gamble

determines the CE of a luck gamble.

In the example depicted in Figure (1) the CE is computed as (84 +

91)/2 = 87.50. For parsimony purposes we didn’t offer the higher and the

lower price of the gamble as a safe option. If a subject always chooses

the risky option in the Figure (1) above, we estimate his of her CE as

(140 + 133)/2 = 136.50. Likewise, always choosing the safe choice means a

CE of (7 + 0)/2 = 3.50.
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Figure 1: Interface of the luck lottery with xh = CHF 100 and xl = CHF

40 and a winning probability of 0.65. In this case the elicited CE is CHF

87.50 (the arithmetic mean of CHF 84 and CHF 91).

Like Andersen et al. (2006) and Tanaka et al. (2010) we impose a unique

switching point per multiple price list. We implement this by automatically

filling in the choices that are logically implied given weak assumption on

utility functions. In other words, if a subject reveals to prefer 112 to the

gamble {140, 0.65; 0} by clicking on ”Choice B”, the program fills in au-

tomatically ”Choice B” for any safe option higher than 112. Likewise the

program fills in ”Choice A” automatically for any choice with a safe option

below the safe option to whom the gamble is preferred. Subjects can adjust

their switching points as many times as they like.2

2We impose a unique switching point for basically two reasons. First, it reduces the

clicking effort for subjects. Without implementing the automatic filling in, subjects would

have to click 1254 times (30 + 9 + 27 gambles times 19 clicks per gamble). With the

automatic filling in, subjects have to click at least twice per gamble provided that there is a

switching point, i.e. they do not always prefer the risky or the certain option. This reduced

the number of clicks potentially to 132. However, subjects tended to click more than twice

per gamble by approaching their desired CE. Second, it allows to determine the CE for
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A skill gamble pays CHF xSh with probability θi and CHF xSl with proba-

bility 1−θi where θi is the type of subject i which is endogenously determined

by his or her rank in the cognitive ability test. We consider nine different

prize combinations (xSh , x
S
l ):

(180, 0) (150, 30) (120, 60)

(140, 0) (120, 20) (100, 40)

(100, 0) (80, 20) (60, 40)

. (3)

Since the winning probability is endogenously determined by performance

in the cognitive ability test, we can only vary the prizes of the skill gambles.

For the prize combinations (140, 0), (120, 20), and (100, 40) there are cor-

responding luck gamble. To elicit the CE of a skill gamble we also use the

multiple price list method. We have subjects choosing between the skill gam-

ble and a series of certain payoffs. We vary the certain payoff xSo ∈ (xSl , x
S
h)

so that subjects typically start by preferring it to the skill gamble and then

switch to the skill gamble. The arithmetic mean of the last certain payoff

preferred to a skill gamble and the first certain amount not preferred to a

skill gamble determines the CE of a skill gamble. Like in the luck gambles

we impose a unique switching point per multiple price list.

every gamble the way described above. If a decision sheet displays multiple switching

points, there is no straightforward interpretation in terms of the CE. The multiple price

list allows us to elicit CEs by means of concrete binary questions. Heading directly for the

CE by asking ”to which certain amount would this gamble be equivalent to you” is rather

abstract and unfamiliar to most people. In terms of additional assumptions, a unique

switching point imposes weak monotonicity of the utility function, i.e. subjects weakly

prefer a higher amount of money to a lower amount of money. This assumption doesn’t go

beyond what is implied by the structural specification of utility function. Nevertheless, the

unique switching points don’t prevent choices across gambles that are inconsistent with

non-decreasing utility and weighting functions. If some gamble A is strictly first order

stochastically dominated by some other gamble B, subjects are not kept from displaying

a higher CE for gamble A.
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2.3 Belief Elicitation

After making risky decisions subjects stated their beliefs about their relative

skill in the cognitive ability test. We do that using two tasks.

First, we ask subjects to provide a point estimate of their decile in the

cognitive ability test. The subjects were paid CHF 5 for a correct guess and

CHF 0 for an incorrect guess. This incentive scheme implies that subjects

should provide their mode, mi, of the distribution of beliefs across deciles.

From the point of view of the subject, stating the mode of his or her prob-

ability distribution provides the highest expected payment.

Second, we ask subjects to provide their subjective beliefs fi(θk) that

their relative skill is either 5%, 15%, 25%,. . . ., or 95%. The skill level is a

random variable to a subject which is endogenously determined by his or her

rank in the cognitive ability test. Let θk denote one of the relative skill levels

an individual can have with k = 1, 2..., 10. The self-assessment comprises a

full probability distribution function across the ten possible values for skill.

While subjects shift the bars to state their beliefs, they see a histogram

which shows their self-assessment in real-time.

We apply a quadratic scoring rule (QSR) to incentivize truthful revela-

tion of beliefs. Subjects report their estimated probabilities of belonging to

each skill bin q = {q1, q2, ..., q10}. If a subject belongs to skill bin i, the QSR

offers a payment equal to:

QSRi(q) = 5 + 10qi − 5
10∑
k=1

q2k

The minimum payoff is CHF 0 and the maximum payoff is CHF 10. The

maximum payment applies only if the subject puts the entire probability

weight on the correct bin. In contrast, CHF 0 is paid out if the entire

probability weight is on some other bin. In any other case, the payment

will be in the range between CHF 0 and CHF 10. The QSR is incentive

compatible under the assumption that subjects are risk neutral and do not
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suffer from biased probability weighting (Kadane and Winkler, 1988). The

first one to describe this rule was Brier (1950). McKelvey and Page (1990)

were the first ones to use QSR experimentally in economics. It has since

then been a widely used procedure for belief elicitation purposes (e.g. Moore

and Healy (2008)).

For the remainder of the paper we focus on subjects’ stated full proba-

bility distribution over all skill levels. Our main measure of the subject i’s

skill belief is the mean belief about skill:

µi =
10∑
k=1

fi(θk)θk.

In the remainder of the paper we name these beliefs about skill as “stated

beliefs.”

2.4 Participants and Incentives

The experiment was performed at the Labex in the University of Lausanne.

All subjects were students of the University of Lausanne or the École Poly-

technique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), recruited via ORSEE (Greiner,

2004). The experiment was conducted on computers in the Labex using

the z-Tree software (Fischbacher, 2007). Upon arrival participants were

randomly assigned to seats. They were identified by code numbers only. In-

structions appeared on the screens. All questions were answered in private.

Sessions lasted about two hours. A total of three hundred and twenty sub-

jects participated in the experiment. There were sixteen separate sessions,

each with twenty participants. In total their were 320 participants. One left

without finishing the experiment. Our data set thus consists of 319 subjects.

The gambles we use can be ordered according to two dimensions: attrac-

tiveness (first-order stochastic dominance) and prize spread (4x = xh−xl).

To control for order effects across these two dimensions we assign one fourth

of the subjects to each of the four configurations: (i) increasing attrac-
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tiveness and increasing spread, (ii) increasing attractiveness and decreas-

ing spread, (iii) decreasing attractiveness and increasing spread, and (iv)

decreasing attractiveness and decreasing spread. Overall, we have sixteen

different orders and so we run sixteen sessions.

After the belief elicitation stage subjects were asked to fill in a demo-

graphic questionnaire. Next they proceeded to the payment stage. In order

to provide incentives for truthful revelation of preferences and beliefs, sub-

jects were randomly paid for only one of their risky choices (Azrieli et al.

(2012) show theoretically that this is the only incentive-compatible way to

use multiple price lists). We use Johnson et al. (2014) prior incentive scheme

(Prince). At the start of the experiment subjects were told that they would

be paid for only one of their decision situations and that decision situa-

tion was contained inside an envelope that they drew randomly from a box.

Inside each envelope there is a decision sheet with the multiple price list

corresponding to that decision. Subjects were told that they could not open

the envelope before the payment stage. In the payment stage each subject

was paid according to the decision situation in the envelope, the subject’s

choice in that decision situation, the realization of two ten-sided dice (if the

decision situation involved a luck gamble and the subject preferred the luck

gamble to the certain amount) or the subject’s performance on the cognitive

ability test (if the decision situation involved a skill gamble and the subject

preferred the skill gamble to the certain amount).

Each subject received a show-up fee of CHF 10. Participants were paid

privately one-by-one at the end of the experimental session. The information

on an individual’s earnings from each task and total earnings was printed

on a sheet of paper that was shown to each participant. Total earnings per

participant were between CHF 17.50 and CHF 205.00 with a mean of CHF

105.85 and median of CHF 113.50. Each session lasted for approximately

90 minutes and total earnings paid to subjects across the 16 sessions were
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CHF 34, 213.00.3 Compared to most other experimental work on individual

decision making these are rather high stakes. The experimental instructions

can be found in the Experimental Material Appendix.

3 Results

In this section we report the findings of the experiment. First, we present

the findings of the model free approach. Second, we report the results on

the cognitive ability test and subjects’ stated beliefs. Finally, we present the

findings of the structural model approach.

3.1 Model Free Approach

Behavior towards the luck gambles only depends on risk preferences (utility

curvature and probability weighting). Behavior towards the skill gambles

depends on risk preferences and on beliefs about relative skill. Comparing

the CEs of skill and luck gambles allows us to isolate the effect of beliefs

about relative skill on behavior towards skill gambles.

For comparisons of CEs of skill and luck gambles our data set consists

of the skill gambles that have a corresponding luck gamble that offers the

same prizes ((140, 0), (120, 20), (100, 40)) and winning probability. The

winning probabilities depend on the skill bin as described by equation (1).

To illustrate, for a subject with skill level θi = 0.55 we compare the CEs

of the skill gambles with the CEs of the luck gambles that have a winning

probability p = 0.55.

Result 1 The CEs of skill gambles are, on average, similar to the CEs of

corresponding luck gambles.

3Since we needed exactly 20 subjects per session, we overbooked each session and sent

home the supernumerous subjects by compensating them with the show-up fee of CHF

10.
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The CEs of the skill gambles for which there exist corresponding luck

gambles are on average CHF 57.105. The CEs of the three corresponding

luck gambles are on average CHF 57.807. The CE difference amounting

on average to CHF −0.702 is statistically not significantly different from 0

(p-value=0.576)

Result 2 Low skill subjects have higher CEs of skill gambles than of luck

gambles, intermediate skill subjects have similar CEs of skill and luck gam-

bles, and high skill subjects have lower CEs of skill gambles than of luck

gambles.

Figure 2 displays the expected values of the luck gambles as white bars,

the CEs of the luck gambles as light grey bars, and the CEs of the skill

gambles as grey bars. We depict the gamble with the prize combination

(140, 0) here and refer the reader to the appendix for the other two prize

combinations ((120, 0) and (100, 40)). The shown 95% confidence intervals

are based on clustered standard errors.

For skill bins {0.25, 0.35} to {0.85, 0.95} the CEs of luck gambles are

smaller than their expected values. In contrast, for the lowest skill bins

{0.05, 0.15} the CEs of luck gambles are greater than their expected values.

These findings are statistically jointly significant at the 1% level for the three

prize combinations.

The CEs of skill gambles vary only moderately across skill bins given

that winning probabilities span from 0.05 and 0.15 for lowest skill bin up

to 0.85 and 0.95 for the highest skill bin. Nonetheless, an F -test rejects the

hypothesis that the CEs of all skill bins are equal (p-value=0.000).

The difference between the CEs of skill and luck gambles per skill bin

are displayed in Table 1. The dependent variable CEdiffij represents the

difference between the CE of subject i of skill gamble j and the CE of
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CHF 0

CHF 20

CHF 40

CHF 60

CHF 80

CHF 100

CHF 120

CHF 140

{5%, 15%} {25%, 35%} {45%, 55%} {65%, 75%} {85%, 95%}
Skill bin

Expected value CE luck lotteries CE skill lotteries

Figure 2: Expected values of the luck gambles (white bars), CEs of luck gambles

(light grey bars), and CEs of skill gambles (dark grey bars). Depicted is the gamble

with winining prize xh = 140 and losing prize xl = 0. The 95%confidence intervals

are based on clustered robust standard errors
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CEdiffij

Skill {0.05, 0.15} 16.768***

(2.372)

Skill {0.25, 0.35} 10.709***

(1.807)

Skill {0.45, 0.55} 4.495***

(1.551)

Skill {0.65, 0.75} -9.740***

(2.379)

Skill {0.85, 0.95} -25.380***

(2.044)

Observations 955

R-squared 0.345

Subject clustered standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 1: Regression where the dependent variable is the difference between the

CE of skill gamble and the CE of a corresponding luck gamble and the indepedent

variables are the skill bins. Coefficients can be interpreted in Swiss francs.

subject i of luck gamble j. The independent variables are dummies for

the skill bins (the constant is taken out to avoid multicollinearity): The

interpretation of the coefficients is straightforward: subjects in the lowest

skill bins ({0.05, 0.15}) value the skill gambles on average CHF 16.768 more

than the corresponding luck gambles. The difference between the CEs of

skill and luck gambles decreases in absolute value as skill levels increase

down to CHF −25.380 for the top skill bins. The numbers in parentheses

display the subject clustered standard errors. The cut-off line is between

the skill bins {0.45, 0.55} and the skill bins {0.65, 0.75}. Hence, low (high)

skill subjects attribute a significantly higher (lower) value to skill gambles
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than to corresponding luck gambles.

3.2 Cognitive Ability Test and Stated Beliefs

The average test score (measured by the number of correct answers) was

12.66 with a standard deviation of 2.80. The distribution of test scores

is approximately normal (the p-value of a D’Agostino’s Chi-squared test is

0.5343). The minimum score was 2. The maximum score was 19, so the

20-question limit did not induce bunching at the top of the distribution.

The expected value given pure guess work would be 3.33 (= 20/6) correct

answers. In a trivially simple test we would expect (close to) 20 correct

answers on average. In contrast, we would expect 3.33 correct answers in an

infinitely hard test. 12.66 correct answers on average is slightly above what

is half-way between those two extremes (11.56).4

In terms of the subjects’ self-evaluation there are four main findings:

Result 3 There is no strong overall tendency to overestimate relative skill.

Stated mean beliefs (µi) indicate a weak tendency towards overconfi-

dence. On average, subjects estimate their individual winning probability

to be 0.54. This is slightly but significantly higher than the true average

winning probability of 0.5.5

The very moderate extend of average overconfidence needs a comment.

4Across the sixteen sessions, there were 87 ties between two or more subjects after

answering the IQ test. After the tiebreaker there were 18 ties left that had to be decided

by means of a random number generator. Per session there are a total of
(
20
2

)
= 190

bilateral comparisons. Across the 16 sessions this amounts to 3040. The 87 ties account

for 2.86% and the 18 random tie breaks account for 0.59% of all bilateral comparisons.
5The distribution of relative skill levels is uniform by construction with 10% of the

subjects per disaggregated skill bin θ1, θ2,..., θ10 (and 20% per aggregated skill bin). The

average winning probability is 0.5 by construction with a standard deviation of 0.288.

However, the average winning probability was slightly more than 0.5 since the subject

that left without finishing the experiment (but after doing the IQ test) had a winning

probability of 0.35.
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At first glance Result 1.1. seems to be at odds with a significant body of

literature where overconfidence is a well-established fact (Lichtenstein et al.

(1977), Svenson (1981), Camerer and Lovallo (1999), Burks et al. (2013)).

DeBondt and Thaler (1995) names it “perhaps the most robust finding in

the psychology of judgement is that people are overconfident.” However,

overconfidence about skill is not an ubiquitous phenomenon. Experimental

evidence shows that people overestimate their relative performance on easy

tasks (overplacement) but underestimate their performance relative to oth-

ers on harder tasks (underplacement) (see Kruger (1999)). As pointed out

above, our cognitive ability test is a moderate difficulty task and this might

be why we don’t find a very strong overall tendency for either overplacement

or underplacement.

Result 4 The majority of subjects have mistaken beliefs of relative skill.

We find that 54.2% of subjects hold beliefs that are at least 0.2 points

away from their true skill level, i.e., for 54.2% of subjects µi /∈ {θi−0.2, θi+

0.2}. If the range around the true skill level is restricted to ±0.1, the share of

subjects with mistaken beliefs increases to 75.9%, i.e., for 75.9% of subjects

µi /∈ {θi − 0.1, θi + 0.1}. In other words, roughly three quarters have mean

skill beliefs that are off the mark by at least one skill bin.

We also find that for 70.8% of subjects the true skill level falls outside

the mean belief plus/minus one standard deviation (σi) of the skill beliefs,

i.e., for 70.8% of subjects θi /∈ {µi−σi, µi+σi}. In addition, we find that for

31.7% of subjects the true skill level falls outside the support of their stated

probability distribution, i.e., for 31.7% of subjects θi /∈ {qi, q̄i}, where q
i

(q̄i)

is the lowest (highest) skill bin assigned a positive probability.

Result 5 Low skill subjects overestimate their relative skill, intermediate

skill subjects hold on average accurate perceptions of their relative skill, and

high skill subjects underestimate their relative skill.
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Figure 3: True skill levels (white bars) and stated mean skill beliefs (gray bars)

per skill bin. The 95%confidence intervals are based on clustered robust standard

errors

Figure 3 exhibits the true skill levels and the mean skill beliefs per skill

bin. The white bars represent the reference points of the true skill levels.

For example, the first quintile skill bin {0.05, 0.15} contains subjects with

winning probabilities 0.05 and 0.15 (with equal share) giving rise to the

average of 0.1. The gray bars exhibit subjects’ mean skill beliefs. The error

bars display subject clustered standard errors.

We refer the difference between stated skill beliefs and true skill levels

to as stated skill belief bias, bstated ≡ µi − θi. Subjects in the bottom

two skill bins ({0.05, 0.15} and {0.25, 0.35}) state significantly overconfident

skill beliefs (bstated > 0). Subjects in the top two skill bins ({0.65, 0.75}

and {0.85, 0.95}) state significantly underconfident skill beliefs (bstated < 0).

The slight stated overconfidence of intermediate skill subjects ({0.45, 0.55})

is statistically significant only at the 10% level.
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In the Appendix we report the regression output with the stated skill

belief bias (bstated) per skill bin.

Result 6 Subjects display overly precise beliefs of relative skill.

Saying that subjects have overly precise beliefs is equivalent to saying

that subject have overly precise beliefs about their winning probabilities in

skill gambles. Hence, subjects perceive skill gambles to have little ambiguity.

To prove this we compare the stated belief distribution to the uniform distri-

bution since the uniform distribution represents the prototypical situation

of an ambiguous urn (see Ellsberg (1961)).

First, we perform a Chi-squared test for each subject to check whether

the stated belief distribution is significantly different from the uniform dis-

tribution:

χ2
9 =

10∑
i=1

(mi −Nqi)2

Nqi
(4)

where N = 100 (there are 100 percentage points to be allocated), qi = 0.1, ∀i

(according to H0 of a uniform distribution there is 10% probability weight on

every skill bin), and mi the number of percentage points that a subject puts

on a particular skill bin (see Kenney and Keeping (1954)). The test statistic

is compared against the critical value of a Chi-squared distribution with 9

degrees of freedom (number of skill bins minus 1). The null hypothesis that

stated beliefs are uniformly distributed can be rejected at both the 5% and

the 1%-significance level for all but 3 subjects. At 10%-significance level the

null hypothesis can be rejected for all but one subject.

Second, we compare the standard deviation of the stated beliefs to the

standard deviation of the uniform distribution. The standard deviation of

the uniform distribution across the 10 skill bins is 0.287 by construction.

The standard deviation of the stated beliefs is 0.126 for the average subject.

The ratio of the standard deviation of the beliefs divided by the standard

deviation of the uniform distribution is thus 0.439 on average, the maximum
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value is 0.94 and the minimum value is 0.

Hence, we conclude that subjects’ beliefs about winning probabilities in

skill gambles are much more narrow than the uniform distribution. There-

fore, we find strong evidence that subjects do not perceive the skill gambles

as offering much Ellsberg type ambiguity.

3.3 Structural Model Approach

In this subsection we present the structural estimations which allows us to

infer subjects’ revealed beliefs. We present our decision model, explain the

estimation strategy, and conclude with the estimation results.

3.3.1 Decision Model

We use Cumulative Prospect Theory (Kahneman and Tversky (1979), Tver-

sky and Kahneman (1992)) as our model of choice under risk and under

uncertainty since this model is descriptively superior to other models (see

Starmer (2000)). According to Cumulative Prospect Theory (CPT from

now on), the value of a gamble X that pays xh with probability p and xl

with probability 1− p is

V (X) = w(p)u(xh) + [1− w(p)]u(xl),

where u(·) is the utility function and w(p) is the probability weighting

function (weighting function from now on). To model the utility function

we use power utility, the benchmark approach in most empirical work on

risk attitudes (see Harrison and Rutstrom (2008)):

u(x, r)

 x(1−r)

1−r , r 6= 1

ln(x), r = 1
, (5)

where x is the monetary outcome of a gamble and the parameter r mea-

sures the coefficient of constant relative risk aversion. The parameter r
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determines the curvature of the utility function: r > 0 corresponds to risk

aversion, r = 0 to risk neutrality, and r < 0 to love for risk.

To model probability weighting, we use the two-parameter probability

weighting function à la Goldstein and Einhorn (1987):

w(p, δ, γ) =
δpγ

δpγ + (1− p)γ
,

where the parameters γ and δ determine the degree of probability weighting.

The parameter γ determines likelihood sensitivity. If γ ∈ (0, 1), the function

captures the inverse s-shape pattern where low probabilities are upweighted

and high probabilities are downweighted (likelihood insensitivity). If γ > 1

we have an s-shape pattern where low probabilities are downweighted and

high probabilities are upweighted (likelihood oversensitivity). The param-

eter δ governs optimism/pessimism. When δ ∈ (0, 1) the individual is a

pessimist since he or she downweights the probability of the high prize xh

and upweights the probability of the low prize xl. When δ > 1 the individual

is an optimist since he or she upweights the probability of the high prize xh

and downweights the probability of the low prize xl. When γ = δ = 1 there

is no probability weighting since w(p) = p.

3.3.2 Estimation Procedure

To perform the individual estimations we compute the certainty equivalents

implied by the decision model. Individual i’s certainty equivalent of a luck

gamble that pays xLh with probability p and xLl with probability 1−p, where

p is the exogenously given winning probability, is implicitly defined by:

u(CELi , r
L
i ) = w(p, γLi , δ

L
i )u(xLh , ri) + [1− w(p, γLi , δ

L
i )]u(xLl , r

L
i ), (6)

where w(p, γLi , δ
L
i ) is the associated probability weight. Similarly, individual

i’s certainty equivalent of a skill gamble that pays xSh with probability θi

and xSl with probability 1 − θi, where θi is the endogenously determined
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probability of winning for individual i, is implicitly defined by:

u(CESi , r
S
i ) = w(θi, γ

S
i , δ

S
i )u(xSh , r

S
i ) + [1− w(θi, γ

S
i , δ

S
i )]u(xSl , r

S
i ), (7)

where w(θi, γ
S
i , δ

S
i ) is the associated probability weight. The prize combina-

tions (xLh , x
L
l ) are given by (2), (xSh , x

S
l ) by (3), and p = .05, .15, ...., .85, .95.

Our estimation procedure follows Bruhin et al. (2010). They use CEs

of gambles as inputs to estimate the parameters governing utility and prob-

ability weighting functions. Here, only in the luck gambles are prizes and

winning probabilities known to subjects. The estimation of the parame-

ters is thus straightforward in this case. In skill gambles however, subjects

don’t know their winning probability and might make choices based on some

other winning probability. If we estimate the utility and probability weight-

ing functions parameters using the objective probabilities θi we would obtain

erroneous estimates since biases in beliefs would distort the estimates of the

utility and probability weighting function parameters. To illustrate, con-

sider the case of a subject i that has a winning probability θi = 0.15 but he

or she believes to have a winning probability of 0.45. If the subject evalu-

ates skill gambles based on this biased belief we might interpret this as very

high likelihood insensitivity or optimism. For estimation purposes we thus

replace θi by a variable to be estimated ξi. The parameter ξi reveals subject

i’s believed skill level. We call this inferred measure of skill revealed belief.

We estimate the individual parameters of the utility and the probability

weighting functions using 30 luck gambles and the 9 skill gambles jointly

using maximum likelihood. The main identifying assumption for our joint

estimation procedure is that subjects display stable utility and probability

weighting functions when evaluating luck and skill gambles. This assump-

tion is supported by subjects’ overly precise beliefs of relative skill (Result

2.4). The assumption of stable utility and probability weighting functions
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is formalized as:

γSi = γLi = γi; δSi = δLi = δi; rSi = rLi = ri, ∀i (8)

By rearranging equation (6) we obtain an expression for the CE of a luck

gamble j as predicted by the model:

ĈE
L
ij = u−1

(
w(pj , γi, δi)u(xLh,j , ri) + (1− w(pj , γi, δi))u(xLl,j , ri)

)
(9)

where ĈE
L
ij is the predicted CE for subject i and luck gamble j given the

estimated parameters for ri, δi, and γi. Note that pj is exogenously given

and differs across gambles.

Likewise, the predicted CE for subjects i and skill gamble j satisfies:

ĈE
S
ij = u−1

(
w(ξi; γi, δi)u(xSh,j ; ri) + (1− w(ξi; γi, δi))u(xSl,j ; ri)

)
(10)

where ĈE
S
ij is the predicted CE for subject i and for skill gamble j given

the estimated parameters for ri, δi, γi, and ξi.

The observed CEs can be split into a part that is predicted by the CPT

model and a random error component: CELij = ĈE
L
ij + εLij (luck gambles)

and CESij = ĈE
S
ij + εSij (skill gambles). There are several reasons why

the observed CEs differ from the predicted ones. The most obvious one

being that our multiple price list design only allows us to measure the CEs

imprecisely (they are an approximation of the true switching point or CE).

Furthermore, Hey and Orme (1994) point out carelessness, hurrying, or

inattentiveness which might lead to accidentally wrong answers.

We take advantage of the central limit theorem to assume normally dis-

tributed random errors. Thus, we assume that the random error for luck

gambles has distribution εLij ∼ N(0, σ2L,ij), where σL,ij = κLi (xLh,j − xLl,j).

We also assume that the random error for skill gambles has distribution

εSik ∼ N(0, σ2S,ik), where σS,ik = κSi (xSh,j − xSl,j).6 The variance of the ran-

dom error thus increases linearly with the prize spread of the gamble. Since

6A likelihood-ratio test shows that the data doesn’t support the assumption of equal
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the preference of each gamble is elicited with respect to 21 certain amounts,

a shift of the switching point by one line has an effect on the CE that is

proportional to the prize spread.7

The likelihood function is given by:

f(ψi;CE
L
ij , CE

S
ij , x

L
h,j , x

L
l,j , x

S
h,j , x

S
l,j) =

J∏
j=1

1

σLij
φ
(CELij − ˆCELij

σLij

) K∏
k=1

1

σSij
φ
(CESij − ˆCESij

σSij

)
,

ψi = (ri, δi, γi, ξi, κ
S
i , κ

L
i )′ is the vector of estimated parameters for subject i,

where φ is the density of a standard normal distribution, σLij is the standard

deviation of the error term for subject i and luck gamble j, and σSij is the

standard deviation of the error term for subject i and skill gamble j. The

likelihood function includes the estimated and predicted CEs of both the skill

and the luck gambles. In order to account for the possibility that choices

made by the same individual are correlated, standard errors are clustered at

the level of the subject. The joint maximization yields individual estimations

for: ri, δi, γi, ξi, κ
S
i , and κLi . To increase numerical precision and ensure

convergence of the individual estimations, we apply the following restrictions

on the parameters: −10 ≤ 1 − ri ≤ 10; 0 ≤ γi ≤ 10 ; 0 ≤ δi ≤ 10;

variance of errros in skill and luck gambles. For each subject we compare the log-likelihood

value of the restricted model (loglikrestr) that assumes κSi = κLi to the log-likelihood value

of the unrestricted model (loglikrestr) that allows for κSi 6= κLi . The test statistic, 2 ×

(loglikunrestr− loglikrestr), is compared to the critical value of a Chi-squared distribution

with 1 degree of freedom, χ2
1 (since the number of restrictions is 1). The likelihood-ratio

test doesn’t support the assumption of equal variance of errors in the skill and the luck

gambles. The null hypothesis that κSi = κLi is rejected at the 5% level for 49% of the

subjects, i.e., the test statistic is larger than the critical value χ2
1,0.05 = 3.84. Under

the assumption of equal variance, only roughly 5% of the subjects would be expected to

display a test statistic that is higher than the critical value χ2
1,0.05.

7For instance, in the gamble with xh = 140 and xl = 0 a shift of the switching point

by one line translates into a change in the CE of 7. On the other hand, if xh = 100 and

xl = 40 a shift by one line translates into a change in the CE of 3.
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0.05 ≤ ξi ≤ 0.95 ∀i. The reason for the restriction on ξi is that individual

winning probabilities are 0.95 in the best case and 0.05 in the worst case.

The individual estimations allow us to directly compare the revealed

beliefs ξi to the true skill level of subject i, θi, and see how they differ. If

everyone holds correct skill beliefs and applies these beliefs accordingly to

evaluate skill gambles, we would expect ξi to be equal to θi. This gives rise

to a structural model approach measure of the skill belief bias. We shall

call it the revealed skill belief bias: brevealedi ≡ ξi − θi. If brevealedi > 0 (< 0),

then subject i evaluates skill gambles based on a too high (low) winning

probability. This is indicative of overestimation (underestimation) of the

attractiveness of the skill gamble by individual i.

3.3.3 Estimation Results

Result 7 Subjects display, on average, moderate degrees of risk aversion,

pessimism, likelihood insensitivity, and are slightly overconfident about their

relative skill.

Table 2 presents the estimation results for risk aversion, the probability

weighting parameters, the revealed skill beliefs, and the standard deviation

of errors in skill and luck gambles. According to the joint estimations sub-

jects evaluate skill gambles on average based on slightly too high skill beliefs

(mean and median of ξi are 0.54 and 0.55, respectively). The mean of sub-

jects’ skill beliefs is significantly different from the true average skill levels

of 0.5 (p-value=0.0024). Furthermore, the data shows a moderate degree of

constant relative risk aversion (ri > 0) and pessimism (δi < 1) as well as

significant likelihood insensitivity (γi < 1). The mean of the risk aversion

parameter is statistically significant different from 0 and the mean of the

probability weighting parameters are significantly different from 1.

Figure (4) exhibits the distributions of the parameter estimates of (a) ri,

(b) γi, (c) δi, and (d) revealed skill beliefs (winning probabilities). Estimates
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Mean Median
Standard

Deviation
Min Max

Risk aversion (ri) 0.20 0.24 1.03 -9.00 11.00

Standard error (σri ) 0.12 0.08 0.13 0.00 1.32

Likelihood sensitivity (γi) 0.77 0.65 0.76 0.00 10.00

Standard error (σγi ) 0.11 0.06 0.50 0.00 8.72

Optimism/pessimism (δi) 0.90 0.71 0.90 0.00 10.00

Standard error (σδi ) 0.14 0.08 0.35 0.00 5.43

Believed skill level (ξi) 0.54 0.55 0.21 0.05 0.95

Standard error (σξi ) 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.00 0.26

Standard error luck (κLi ) 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.00 0.32

0.04 0.05 0.00 0.53

Standard error skill (κSi ) 0.11 0.10 0.06 0.00 0.47

0.04 0.05 0.00 0.53

Notes: N = 319 individuals, number of females = 114

Table 2: Summary statistics of the structural individual estimations.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Histogram of estimated (a) constant relative risk aversion (ri), (b) like-

lihood sensitivity (γi), (c) optimism/pessimism (δi), and (d) revealed skill beliefs

(ξi). The bar width is 0.05.
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brevealedi ≡ ξi − θi

Skill {0.05, 0.15} 0.374***

(0.026)

Skill {0.25, 0.35} 0.190***

(0.025)

Skill {0.45, 0.55} 0.063

(0.025)

Skill {0.65, 0.75} -0.175***

(0.029)

Skill {0.85, 0.95} -0.270***

(0.025)

Observations 319

R-squared 0.570

Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses.

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 3: Revealed skill belief bias (revealed skill belief minus true skill level) per

skill bin

for the coefficients of relative risk aversion, likelihood sensitivity, and op-

timism/pessimism exhibit clusters at the median value and a handful of

outliers.

Result 8 The revealed beliefs confirm the self-confidence pattern of stated

beliefs: Low skill subjects overestimate their relative skill, intermediate skill

subjects hold on average accurate perceptions of their relative skill, and high

skill subjects underestimate it.

Table 3 exhibits the revealed belief bias per skill bin. The revealed belief

of subjects in the skill bins {0.05, 0.15} and {0.25, 0.35} indicate overestima-

tion of relative skill. These subjects are attracted to skill gambles because

they overestimate their winning probability. In contrast, the revealed beliefs

of subjects in the skill bins {0.65, 0.75} and {0.85, 0.95} indicate underesti-
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Figure 5: Relation between stated mean skill beliefs (µi) and revealed skill be-

liefs (ξi, structural model approach). Scatterplot and regression line. Number of

observations: 319.

mation of relative skill. These subjects are repulsed by skill gambles because

they underestimate their winning probability. The revealed beliefs of sub-

jects in the intermediate skill bin {0.45, 0.55} indicate a slight overestimation

of relative skill which is, however, not significant.

The revealed belief bias (brevealedi ≡ ξi − θi) shows the same pattern

across skill bins as the difference between the CEs of skill and luck gambles

(see Result 1.2).

Result 9 There is a moderate correlation between stated and revealed beliefs.

Figure 5 exhibits the a scatterplot and a regression line indicating the

stated mean skill belief (µi) and revealed belief (ξi).

If subjects consistently apply their stated believed winning probabilities
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to evaluate skill gambles, then we would expect a high correlation between

the stated and the revealed skill beliefs. However, since the dots are not

very closely clustered around the regression line, the two measures of skill

beliefs are only moderately correlated. The regression line with the OLS

estimates writes (robust standard errors in parentheses):8

µi = 0.358
(0.024)

+ 0.348
(0.043)

ξi. (11)

The correlation coefficient between µi and ξi is 0.4607, which is significantly

different from 0 but also significantly different from 1 (p-value<0.0001 for

both cases).

This observation of only moderate correlation indicates that subjects

make choices that are inconsistent with their stated beliefs. We now provide

two reasons why relying only on stated beliefs might be misleading. The first

is summarized by the following result:

Result 10 Biases in revealed beliefs are a better predictor of the difference

between the certainty equivalents of skill and luck gambles than biases in

stated beliefs.

The biases in revealed beliefs (brevealedi ≡ ξi − θi) are more closely cor-

related with the difference between the certainty equivalents of the skill

and luck gambles (C̄E
diff
i ≡ C̄ESi − C̄E

L
i ) than the biases in stated beliefs

(bstatedi ≡ µi − θi). Figure 6 shows the scatterplots and regression lines of

the difference between the certainty equivalents of the skill and luck gambles

on biases in stated beliefs (left-hand side) and on biases in revealed beliefs

(right-hand side). The correlation between brevealedi and C̄E
diff
i is higher

(0.7958) than the correlation between bstated and C̄E
diff
i (0.6720).

8Since the dependent variable is subject to upper and lower bounds, the distribution of

the error term (εi) is not independent of ξi. Even so, the estimator is consistent as long as

E(εi|ξi) = 0 and some regularity conditions are met. A Breusch-Pagan test cannot reject

homoskedasitcity (p-value: 0.7293).
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Figure 6: (a) Relation between mean CE differences and stated skill belief biases.

(b) Relation between mean CE differences and revealed skill belief biases. Both

panels show the scatterplot and the regression line. Number of observations: 319.

Second, the estimates for revealed beliefs are robust to alternative spec-

ifications of the utility and probability weighting functions. We perform the

structural estimations replacing power utility (constant relative risk aversion

or CRRA) by exponential utility (constant absolute risk aversion or CARA).

We also replace Goldstein and Einhorn (1987) probability weighting by Pr-

elec (1998) probability weighting. Finally, we perform the structural estima-

tions with exponential utility and with Goldstein and Einhorn (1987) prob-

ability weighting. The correlation matrix in Table 4 reports the correlations

between the revealed beliefs obtained under the alternative specifications of

utility and probability weighting functions. The high correlations between

the revealed beliefs obtained under the alternative specifications provide

evidence for robustness of our baseline structural estimation. We can thus

infer two things. First, biases in revealed beliefs are a better predictor of the

difference between the CEs of skill and luck gambles than biases in stated
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CRRA & GE CRRA & PLC CARA & GE CARA & PLC

CRRA & GE 1

CRRA & PLC 0.9763 1

CARA & GE 0.9422 0.9377 1

CARA & PLC 0.9351 0.9629 0.9567 1

Table 4: Correlation between estimations of revealed skill beliefs (GE =

Goldstein and Einhorn (1987). PLC = Prelec (1998))

beliefs. Second, given the moderate correlation between stated and revealed

skill beliefs, the former should be interpreted with caution.

4 Conclusion

We use a laboratory experiment to study the role played by beliefs of relative

skill on risky decisions. To answer this question we compare individuals’ be-

havior in luck and skill gambles using a model free approach and a structural

model approach. Both approaches show that low (high) skill individuals are

more (less) willing to take risks on gambles where the probabilities depend

on skill than on gambles with exogenously given probabilities.

This finding has important implications for career choices, market en-

try decisions, and financial choices. Mistaken skill perceptions can lead to

misallocations of talent: the wrong people might enter professions where

performance depends on skill and the right people might be crowded out.

More precisely, overconfident low skill individuals might crowd out unbiased

intermediate skill individuals and underconfident high skill individuals.

The structural model approach allows us to obtain estimates for revealed

beliefs about skill and for risk preference parameters–utility curvature, like-

lihood sensitivity, and optimism/pessimism. Revealed, like stated beliefs,

show that low (high) skill subjects overestimate (underestimate) their rela-
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tive performance. However, we find a moderate correlation between revealed

and stated beliefs. Hence, relying only on stated beliefs can be misleading.

Our findings have some limitations. First, our structural estimations

rely on the identifying assumption that individuals’ risk preferences are sta-

ble across luck and skill gambles. We justify this assumption by showing

that subjects’ display overly precise stated beliefs about their relative skill.

If risk preferences are unstable across the luck and skill gambles, then our

structural estimates will be biased. Second, our method for incentivizing

the elicitation of stated beliefs–the quadratic scoring rule–relies on the as-

sumption that individuals are risk neutral and do not engage in probability

weighting. This limitation highlights that relying solely on stated beliefs

may be misleading and possibly explains why stated beliefs are only mod-

erately correlated with revealed beliefs.

There is scope for further research on this topic. For example, it would be

valuable to pursue the extent and implications of the finding that revealed

beliefs might be a better predictor of behavior than stated beliefs. This

could be done by comparing the out-of-sample predictive power of revealed

and stated beliefs.
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bstatedi = µi − θi

Skill {0.05, 0.15} 0.381***

(2.372)

Skill {0.25, 0.35} 0.213***

(1.807)

Skill {0.45, 0.55} 0.031*

(1.551)

Skill {0.65, 0.75} -0.141***

(2.379)

Skill {0.85, 0.95} -0.262***

(2.044)

Observations 319

R-squared 0.714

Robust standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 5: Stated skill belief bias per skill bin

Appendix

Appendix 1: Tables and Figures

Appendix 2: Robustness Checks on the Role of Ambiguity

Alternative Utility and Weighting Functions In this section of the

appendix we present the alternative utility and weighting functions that we

use for robustness checks as outlined in section 3.3.3. In terms of the utility

function we do a robustness check using a utility function with constant

absolute risk aversion (CARA) rather than constant relative risk aversion

(CRRA). The CRRA utility function writes:

u(x, r) = −e−xr (12)
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Figure 7: Elicitation of the full probability distribution

In terms of the weighting function we do a robustness check using a Prelec2

(Prelec2) rather than a Goldstein and Einhorn (1987) (GE) function. The

Prelec2 weighting function writes:

w(p, α, β) = e−β(−lnp)
α

(13)

The estimation procedure with the alternative utility and weighting func-

tions remains the same as outlined in section 3.3.2.

Appendix 4: Belief Elicitation This section presents more information

on our beliefs elicitation and the reasoning behind it. Figure (7) depicts the

interface with the exact question that was asked for this task. We prefer this

to the subjects’ point estimates mainly because it doesn’t oblige subjects to

pick one single skill bin and it therefore contains more information about

skill beliefs. For instance, if a subject is not sure whether he or she is in skill

bin θ8 or θ9 he or she can reveal this by putting some probability weight on

either skill bin. For example, if a subject puts 40% of the probability weight

on skill bin θ8 and 60% probability weight on θ9 we assume this subject’s

skill belief to be 0.81 (=0.4*0.75+0.6*0.85).
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Another argument to prefer mean beliefs is that the point estimate of

ones skill level can give rise to general overconfidence or underconfidence

based on correct Bayesian updating. To illustrate, consider the example

outlined in Burks et al. (2013) with two types, high and low. The top four

deciles are considered high types and the lower six deciles are considered

low types. This is the common prior in terms of the distribution of types.

If the only source of information to subjects is a test that everyone takes,

then subjects update their beliefs based on passing or failing the test. Let’s

assume that high types always pass the test and low types pass the test

with probability 0.5. Based on a simple point estimate 70% of subjects will

rightly infer that they belong to the top 40%.

In contrast, the mean of the probability distribution across skill bins

based on correct Bayesian updating creates unbiased beliefs on average. To

compute an average of skill beliefs, we need a cardinal interpretation of

skill levels. In our setting the skill bins correspond to winning probabilities

{θ1, θ2, ...., θ9, θ10} = {.05, .15, ..., .85, .95}. High types would therefore have

an average winning probability of 0.8 (=1
4(0.65+0.75+0.85+0.95)) and low

types would have an average winning probability of 0.3 (=1
6(0.05 + 0.15 +

0.25 + 0.35 + 0.45 + 0.55)). Based on Bayesian updating people who pass

the test would believe their winning probability to be∑
i

θip(θi|pass) = 0.586 (14)

Where θi denotes the skill type and p(θi|pass) denotes the probability of

being in skill bin θi conditional on passing the test.9 Likewise, people who

fail the test would believe their winning probability to be∑
i

θip(θi|fail) = 0.3 (15)

Hence, the mean beliefs of low types would be 0.5*0.586+0.5*0.3 = 0.443

and the mean beliefs of high types would be 1*0.586+0*0.3 = 0.586. Since

9According to the Bayes’ rule it is computed by p(θi)p(pass|θi)
p(pass)
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60% of subjects are low types and 40% are high types, on average people

correctly believe their winning probability to be 0.5 (=0.6*0.443+0.4*0.586).

This example can be extended to more types and holds for any cardinal

specification of skill levels and for any conditional probabilities to pass the

test (unless all probabilities are either zero or one).

The difference between the stated mean belief and the true type is a

measure of subject i’s self-confidence bias:

bi = µi − θi. (16)

For the remainder of the paper we call this measure for overconfidence

”stated self-confidence measure”.

To measure exposure to ambiguity we use the standard deviation of be-

liefs. When we examine skill gambles this will be our measure for ambiguity.

σi =

√√√√ 10∑
k=1

fi(θk)(θk − µi)2. (17)

High skill uncertainty by subjects i is revealed by a high dispersion of the

probability weight across the skill bins. This translates into high ambiguity

for skill gamble which we capture by a high σi.

Appendix 3: Experimental Material
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